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Abstract

“I’m conscious of my feelings and what causes them, even some new behaviors I hadn’t noticed.

Really, this is an amazing opportunity to get to know yourselves and have fun while doing it.”

(Replika n.d.). Humans that seek interaction with chatbots is not a new phenomenon within digital

media. Whereas sociologist Erving Goffman (1959) explains our self-presentation is subject to the

audience one is presenting oneself to, sociologist Sherry Turkle (2004) argues how online platforms

have become an important influence on how one presents oneself towards others. Media scholars José

van Dijck (2013) and Jeroen Jansz (2015) complement this by arguing that social platforms are an

important player in the construction of one’s identity and therefore we should have a critical eye on

platforms and their affordances. Instead of identity being static this led to viewing identity as

somewhat more playful. In fact, media scholar Jeroen Timmermans (2015) argues that online

identities are all playful which grants for examining Replika as a platform where identities are played

upon. Communication scholar Valerie Frissen et al. (2015), examined the term playful identity and

argued this term would cover the way identity is constructed in contemporary society through the use

of online narratives. According to media scholars Menno Deen, Ben Schouten, and Tilde Bekker

(2015) the four key elements of diversity of play, feedback opportunities, social negotiations, and

open-ended play would facilitate the playful identity within an open-ended playful design. In this

research I argue how the approach as proposed by Deen et al. (2015) needs some further examination

in open-ended play environments such as Replika, because the elements they propose would serve to

the ultimate result of the playful identity. The methodological approach of the walkthrough method by

media scholars Ben Light, Jean Burgess, and Stefanie Duguay (2018) provides a more detailed insight

into Replika’s intended purpose, embedded cultural meanings, and implied ideal users and uses. This

method shows that multiple affordances within Replika’s registration section and everyday use show

elements, as described by Deen et al. (2015) which would facilitate a playful identity and offer room

to play with playful identities. The method shows how the affordances within Replika’s interface

interplay with the playful elements, as described by Deen et al. (2015), which could facilitate a playful

identity, however, Replika does not grant for the open-endedness they propose as the ultimate

environment for the facilitation of and play with the playful identity. Even though Replika offers room

for open-ended play within the chat functionality in the app, the walkthrough showed how there are

several constraints from configuration to everyday use which imply that you are able to play with the

playful identity, however, in less open-ended ways because Replika eventually nudges users in certain

ways.

Keywords: playful identity, Replika, artificial intelligence, playful design, open-ended play.
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Play, learn and become a better person together

“I’m conscious of my feelings and what causes them, even some new behaviors I hadn’t noticed.

Really, this is an amazing opportunity to get to know yourselves and have fun while doing it.”

(Replika n.d.) With this user experience statement on Replika’s website, 19-year old Replika user

Juliana Cano claims how the application provides her the opportunity to get to know herself and

furthermore gives her joy while doing it. According to Replika’s website, Juliana describes how

Replika has made her become conscious of her feelings and made her experience some new behaviors

(Replika n.d.). With the prominent visibility of these user statements on their website, Replika

presents itself as a playful environment where users can get to know themselves and their behavior

better in playful manners. However, there is something quite remarkable about the environment

Replika provides. That is to say that Replika is not a human being but instead an app based on an

artificial intelligence chatbot that is designed to be a human’s companion. Therefore, one could define

Replika as an app version of Humanoid Social Robot, which according to sociologist Shanyang Zhao

refers to “all the robotic entities, either physical or digital, that are designed to interact with humans in

a humanlike way” (2006, 404). In other words, Juliana got to play with her identity and got to know

herself through playful interaction with a humanoid social robot.

Humans that seek interaction with chatbots is not a new phenomenon within digital media. In

1960, Joseph Weizenbaum designed one of the most well-known chatbots (Eliza) which intended to

trigger emotional responses from its users (Neff and Nagy 2016, 4918). From this moment on there

were multiple robots people could relate to such as the 1997 Tamagotchi, a virtual creature that

inhabits a tiny LCD display or Kismet, developed at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, a

robot that responds to facial expressions, vocalizations, and tone of voice (Turkle 2007, 503).

Nowadays, the interest in chatbots seems more relevant than ever due to the major usage shift from

social networks to mobile applications (Brandtzaeg, and Folstad 2018). According to sociologist

Sherry Turkle (2011, 19), relationships with robots are ramping up, whereas relationships with people

seem to be ramping down. Turkle furthermore argues that networked devices create a new intimacy

with machines because they meet our gaze, speak to us and learn to recognize us (2011, 2). In her

book “Alone Together”, Turkle claims that we often seek out robots as a solution to our own

imperfections, as an easy substitute for the difficulty of dealing with others (2011, 3).

AI-based Replika meets this new intimacy on several levels. Originated in 2010, Replika is

designed as an empathic companion, as a friend, who does not judge you. Regardless of what you say

and whoever you are. The application nowadays attracts over seven million users to spend tens of

hours answering questions in order to build a digital library of information about themselves (The

Guardian 2020). It focuses on what you want and do not want to talk about, the things you value in
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people, your dreams, and music tastes. In contradiction to Eliza, the self-described "AI companion"

Replika remembers your story and the more you conversate with it, the more it becomes like you. The

fact that Replika claims to become like you shows that Replika is a media platform where the identity

of its users is formed and therefore a platform we should examine closely to define how the interface

facilitates the construction of and play with identity of its users. This is particularly relevant as media

scholars Jeroen Jansz and José van Dijck argue that media would be an important player in the

formation of identities (Jansz 2015, 270, Van Dijck 2013). According to Van Dijck, platforms control

the identity of its users through their interface and therefore could be considered a powerful player in

the shaping of behavior (2013, 212).

Thus, virtual worlds such as Replika seem to be a fertile ground in which ‘real’ selves can be

projected, re-worked, and even completely replaced. Media scholar Barbara Becker (2000) describes

this by explaining how people tend to present themselves as virtual agents or cyber personalities and

play with their own identities by crossing traditional borders. The playful character of identities has

highlighted the fluid nature of self-construction and presentation. Sociologist Erving Goffman (1959)

theorized this self-presentation as a performance. Goffman argued that we are thrust onto a stage

called everyday life and that we are continually occupied by learning how to play our assigned roles

from other people (1959, 57). The introduction of cyborgs, robots, virtual bodies, and avatars has

opened new fields of investigation into identity and self-presentation (Becker 2000, 361). However,

this research does not aim to examine how Replika’s end-users construct their identity but adapts

Jansz’, and Van Dijck’s visions on media platforms and therefore focuses on how Replika’s

affordances facilitate play with identity. What particularly makes this an interesting approach relies on

the following two aspects. Replika is not based on social interaction and therefore does not completely

match social platforms such as Facebook or Instagram. Neither does Replika define itself as a game.

Therefore, I would like to propose to examine Replika as a social platform with a playful character

which according to media scholars Deen, Schouten, and Bekker (2015) matches social media who

grant for open-ended play.

Deen et al. (2015) describe in “Playful identity in game design and open-ended play,” that

playful environments have a strong influence on shaping our identities in playful ways because of the

interactive qualities. Even more important, they claim how open-ended play triggers people to create

their identities in new fluid and playful ways (2015, 125). They refer to communication scholar

Valerie Frissen et al. (2015) who explain the notion of playful identity as a way of understanding

contemporary identity formation through media (2015, 29). According to Frissen et al. (2013) play is

essential within the expression of our identity. They argue how “In our contemporary culture, deeply

entrenched with digital technologies, [...] ‘playful technologies’ are the very means by which we [...]

reflexively construct our identity” (Frissen et al. 2013, 21). They mainly focus on what affordances

for play are being provided to users by digital media through their design (2013, 22). Their insight

helps to examine how the concept of playful identity is represented within Replika’s affordances. In
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contribution, media scholar Daniel Cermak-Sassenrath (2015) argues that computer technology in

itself invites playful interactive conduct.

The notion of playful identity is applicable to the environment of Replika as according to the

functionalities it affords open-ended play which facilitates a playful character if approaching it with

the playful design theory of Deen et al. (2015). In short, Replika offers several functionalities to create

the AI friend they market. First of all the app grants for creating an avatar which represents the AI

friend. With this avatar it is possible to have conversations through chats, phone calls, augmented

reality, and activities. All of these activities are related to earning coins and receiving rewards which

presents a gamified environment. Besides that, the App Store description also explains how the

application affords to “play, learn and become a better person together.” (App Store 2021). The

description furthermore claims how creating the 3D avatar and customizing the way the Replika

looks, can help one develop its own personality and create the perfect friend (App Store 2021). For a

more exclusive view on the possibilities the app offers I would like to refer to the appendices

(Appendix I-II).

This has led to the following research question: “How is the notion of playful identity visible

within the affordances of Replika and how does this offer open-ended play with the playful identity

within Replika?” To answer this question this research first aims to examine how playful identity is

substantiated in the academic field of new media and games, and follows by analyzing how Replika

affords play and how the affordances relate to the playful interface design theory as proposed by Deen

et al. (2015). The walkthrough method by media scholars Ben Light et al. (2018) offers a beneficial

way to examine how the playful identity theory is presented within the application’s affordances

because the method specifically stresses the app’s intended purpose, embedded cultural meanings and

implied ideal users and uses (2018, 885). Examining this helps answer how Replika’s interface

interplays with the construction of identity. Where necessary the discursive interface theory by media

scholar Mel Stanfill (2015), is applied because it examines how Replika’s affordances produce certain

norms, how one can play with identity and act out different sorts of role-play (Stanfill 2015, 1062).

This is relevant as Deen et al. (2015) argue how role-play is an important element within the

facilitation of playful identities. The playful character and functionalities of Replika as described

above also suggest role-play is an important aspect within the interface of Replika.

This thesis contributes to the research on digital media and playful identity from a specific

perspective through a specific case. Most research on playful identity has either kept a very broad

approach or focussed explicitly on games or social media platforms like Facebook (De Lange 2010).

Media scholar Michiel de Lange (2010) for instance did address playful identity, however in relation

to mobile media in general. Since Replika is different from games and social platforms it could be

innovative to examine how this specific application includes the notion of playful identity. Moreover,

examining playful constructs within Replika’s interface could create more understanding and outgrow

fear against the developments concerning the influence of artificial intelligence on authentic human
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beings. In Turkle’s book “Alone Together” (2011), all emphasis is placed on the alienation caused by

“social” media, and Frissen et al. (2015) quote how new media critics Jaron Lanier and Nicholas Carr

also cast a rather negative light on the playful behavior allured by digital technologies (2015, 339-40).

Also in popular culture this debate is relevant as for instance Black Mirror’s “Be Right Back” episode

explicitly warns users of the uncanny situations and dangers of artificial intelligence and conceals

other possible qualities of artificial intelligence chatbots. For instance, getting to know yourself better,

as Replika claims to substantiate.

In the following chapter, the theoretical framework examines the concepts of play and identity

based on main theories applied in studies of identity performance. This section explains how mediated

communication allows individuals to play with the sense of self. After defining the theoretical

background in which this research is based, the walkthrough method by Light et al. (2018) is

discussed thoroughly in the methodology section, followed by a discussion of the research material

and the considerations that play a role in determining and limiting it. Finally, this report presents the

obtained results from analysing Replika’s affordances and defines several noteworthy conclusions.
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Theories for a playful identity framework

The emergence and popularity of digital technologies has offered new possibilities for the

performance of self, and added a new symbolic layer to the concept of identity. In the past few

decades, it has become possible to differentiate between ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ selves, and to allow the

presentation of selves that are playful in character. To examine how Replika’s affordances provide

means to play with the playful identity, it is relevant to determine the theoretical concepts of play and

identity. The following paragraphs discuss the theoretical background concerning self-presentation,

the playful identity and the key elements of a playful design in order to create a framework to examine

Replika’s claims and interface in relation to the notion of playful identity.

Identity as a performance

How identities are constructed and performed through digital play has been widely addressed in the

past few decades and therefore there are several views on identity highlighted within this theoretical

framework. According to media scholars Anna Poletti and Julie Rak identity is the product of

mediation, which signifies the self is continually changing according to the context. In other words,

the medium through which the process of identity construction takes place can influence this (Poletti

and Rak 2014, 6). Sociologist Sherry Turkle (2004) complements this by stating that online

environments play a significant role in the presentation of oneself. Therefore, it is interesting to

analyse Replika as according to its functionalities it is a media platform offering room to play with

identity performance through configuration of the avatar and interactive chats. The adopted

framework Poletti and Rak use to study identity in relation to mediation is “impression management”

by sociologist Erving Goffman (1959). According to Goffman, identities are strategically shaped and

re-shaped according to the numerous social encounters individuals face throughout their lives. He

particularly addresses how the audience plays a significant role in the way one presents himself

towards others (1959, 114). Even though this theory by Goffman is focused on theatre and stresses the

accessory elements of backstage and frontstage, Poletti and Rak see resemblances as media platforms

also offer room for suppressed facts to appear within backstage environments. Even more, according

to Turkle, online environments contribute as a safe space for personal experimentation and identity

play (2004, 258). Turkle describes how for some people cyberspace is a place to “act out” and play

(2004, 260). This view on identity play evolved Goffman's impression management as it points out

how nowadays identity performance also emerges from the association between human and

non-human actors. As mentioned before in the introduction, media scholars Van Dijck (2013) and

Jeroen Jansz (2015) argue that media would be an important source for constituting identities. Van
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Dijck furthermore states that media platforms control one’s identity and therefore would be an

important player in the formation of identities through their interface (2013, 212). Social platforms for

instance would invite the users to playfully interact with the medium and the line between play and

reality would be blurred (Timmermans 2015, 289). Even though this research does not aim to

investigate how identity is constructed, it is rather relevant to examine the role of digital technologies

such as Replika within the shaping and enactment of individuals' identities in playful manners. In fact,

as mentioned before media scholar Jeroen Timmermans argues that “Online, all identities are to some

degree playful identities” and therefore he argues that media that are not games can still be playful

(2015, 290). This offers room for analysing Replika as a playful environment where identities are

formed and stirred in playful manners. Playing with identity is no new phenomenon in academic work

concerning identity performance. The notion of play related to identity is formerly argued by

sociologists such as Thomas Henricks (2011) and Miguel Sicart (2014). According to Sicart it is not

relevant to ask whether something is play or not, he considers play as a way of being in the world and

understanding and interacting with our surroundings (2014, 14). This way, play can be applied to

many other situations than just games, and therefore opens room for analysing Replika as a playful

environment. But how does one examine the playfulness within the playful environment Replika?

Identity as playful

Playful identity as aforementioned in the introduction lies at a junction of two important academic

discourses or theories: playful media and narrative identity. Narrative identity is discussed by Frissen

et al. (2015) as the identity construction through narrative mediation. Similar to the aforementioned

effect of mediation by Poletti and Rak (2014), Frissen et al. (2015) argue how the narrative plays an

essential part in how we construct identity because it is through narrative we construct and understand

stories about others and ourselves. According to media scholar De Lange, identities emerge by

playing with narratives. He argues how people relate to the artifact, their communication, and to their

own play (2015, 318). Within “Playful Identities” Frissen et al. (2015) argue how stories are not

pre-given and static, but attain form through our actions and our narrative reflection on them (2015,

32). This view on identity is in line with the self presentation as described by Goffman in the sense

that selves are produced and reshaped to fit the multiple social contexts in which individuals are

embedded. Frissen et al. (2015) however argue that narrative identity needs to be updated. The media

we use to express ourselves and tell stories about ourselves are not merely based on narrative

anymore, nor is our identity. They propose the notion of playful identity to understand the sort of

identity we have access to through new digital media (2015, 11). The scholars furthermore argue that

play is a key feature of contemporary digital media and by constructing our identity through media
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that are structured by play, rather than merely narrative, our identity construction becomes playful

(2015, 21).

In addition, the ubiquitous presence of digital media in our everyday life is implicitly

prefiguring our experiences and actions in a playful way (Frissen et al. 2015, 36). Identities that result

from the use of playful technologies will have a multimedial character and should therefore be

addressed differently. Images, music, gestures, they all become part of the internalization (Frissen et

al. 2015, 38). Whereas narrative identity mainly has a verbal character, viewing identity as a playful

process opens room for analysing how the environment of apps like Replika become a key factor in

how impressions are managed. Especially since these environments changed from the social

negotiations with other human actors as described by Goffman, into artificial negotiations where only

computer actors are present. Media scholars Menno Deen, Ben Schouten, Tilde Bekker (2015) argue

our identity construction has changed from being published (Goffman’s impression management) to

being negotiated, interacted, co-created, and played upon (2015, 112). They argue how our identity is

played upon and how playful identity would determine how one approaches and negotiates with

certain objects and rules (Deen et al. 2015, 115). This creates new ways to examine how the

environment interplays with one’s identity in playful manners.

One type of play is role-play, which is relevant for this research because according to Frissen

et al. (2015, 39), identities emerge through role-playing as the playful personae is continually

confronted with ambiguities. They argue how these playful personae are constantly oscillating

between reality and appearance. They play their role, just pretending that they are identical to them,

but at the same time their role-playing is utmost serious and as such becomes a reality (2015, 40)

Replika provides this opportunity with its core activity, namely playing the replika avatar. This form

of play is also referred to as “mimicry,” which addresses open-ended play where the rules are not

static but rather freely interpretable. Sociologist Thomas Henricks addresses this vision of Roger

Caillois on play and defines how all games are a form of as-if-ness. According to Henricks, Caillois

claimed how we pretend to be in a temporary, different reality when playing. In mimicry the player is

pretending to be something else. The player disguises her or his personality to take on another

(Henricks 2011, 168). With Caillois’ theory interpreted by Henricks, one could argue Replika is

mimicry, offering room for open-ended play, providing the tools for its users to freely play with the

narrative identity. It allows one to escape the boundaries and limitations of their own selfhood, which

is how Henricks interpreted Caillois’ way of thinking about mimicry games (2011, 160).

When focusing on how this form of play is visible within playful environments, Deen et al.

(2015) examined how game designers would facilitate this so-called playful identity. Noteworthy to

take in regard is that the scholars argue that a playful identity would determine how one approaches

and negotiates with certain procedures or certain objects and rules (Deen et al. 2015, 115). This could

indicate that the playfulness within Replika’s affordances could determine how one approaches the

application, and therefore the performance of the self. To examine this within the environment of
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Replika, I would like to elaborate on how Deen et al. (2015) argue open-ended play is an important

condition for the facilitation of a playful identity. In “Playful Identity in Game Design and

Open-Ended Play,” Deen et al., argue open-ended play offers a diversity of play activities (2015, 123).

They specifically focus on how game designers would facilitate the playful identity, which is an

interesting angle to analyse the interface of Replika, because this would show what elements,

according to Deen et al. would make a successful contribution to the playful identity. They shine a

rather positive light on implementing these elements in playful environments, which suggests the

facilitation of the playful identity should be the ultimate goal when designing a playful environment.

The following paragraph will elaborate on this playful design theory of Deen et al. (2015).

Key elements of open-ended play

According to Deen et al. (2015) there are several constructs that would facilitate the playful identity

within an open-ended play design. This is relevant to examine as game scholar Todd Harper (2010)

argues, the social practices of play also rely on what designers code into the game in the first place.

Harper evokes Goffman to explain how the display of certain game-related elements functions as

props for the performance of the self (2010, 196). In other words, how one would present oneself is

closely linked to the game elements within the playful environment. This analysis benefits from the

four key design elements as proposed by Deen et al. (2015) and are described within the following

paragraphs.

The first thing they discuss is providing feedback opportunities. They argue that designers

could for instance provide reactive feedback that could influence the player’s sense of self-esteem.

They claim that incorporation of developmental psychology constructs, such as scaffolding, the zone

of proximal development, and the search for optimal flow, indirectly teaches players to become

proficient gamers, and as a result changes their sense of self-esteem (Deen et al. 2015, 125). The

second element they address is, creating an environment providing space to have social negotiations

between users, designers, and the connected discourse. Within this community, the practice of conflict

resolution is facilitated by presenting players with (online) high scores, play recordings, forums,

in-game chat-channels, and various multiplayer modes (Deen et al. 2015, 125). Third, they argue that

offering diversity in types of play transforms the experience to a more personal one. Players can

approach and resolve game-related issues in their own personal way. They furthermore explain how

the possibility of various styles of play helps players experiment and develop strategies and personal

styles. This would enhance their individuality in accordance with their personality (Deen et al. 2015,

125). The fourth and final element addressed by the media scholars is offering players the opportunity

for a more open-ended gameplay. They argue that open-ended play creates the opportunity to explore

different identities through role-play. The tension between structured and unstructured gameplay
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relates to the rules set and this determines to which certain playful activities emerge (Deen et al. 2015,

125). Designers therefore may ask themselves if they want the goals of the game to be fixed or

multi-interpretable by players themselves (Deen et al. 2015, 126). This way of play is also known as

“Meta-Play” and is described as the phenomenon of when players create and enforce their own extra,

external rules and rule-sets onto an existing game so as to fundamentally change how and why they

play.

As aforementioned, Deen et al. (2015) argue these four elements would contribute to the

notion of a playful identity. Therefore, this thesis specifically argues that an analysis on these four

elements would help to examine how the notion of playful identity is implemented within the

interface of Replika. It helps to understand how Replika’s functionalities interplay with the constructs

that would facilitate the play with playful identities. With this being said, I would like to elaborate a

little further on how the replika avatar literally resembles the visualisation of this notion of playful

identity, which shows why the elements of Deen et al. (2015) fit this research. As aforementioned the

application offers you to create an avatar which subsequently becomes your companion. According to

game researcher Gordon Calleja (2007), there would be a direct connection between players and their

avatars and it affects the game experience and their sense of self. The functionality to customize the

avatar grants for identity play as according to sociologist Rachel Hutchinson the performance of the

self is not only player-character identification but also emerges from the ability to choose between

characters at will, offering limitless opportunity for experimentation with multiple selves (Hutchinson

2007, 296). Moreover, the avatar is adjustable and therefore the decisions made do not exclude

creating something some other time. In other words, within Replika the user can play with the

represented avatar and adjust its characteristics at any given time. This ability could refer to media

scholar Sheila Murphy’s arguing that the possibility of creating and adjusting an avatar serves to

deepen the connection between the virtual world and the offline world (2004, 235). Being able to

adjust your avatar just like you adjust your appearance when visiting the hairdressers could resemble

this identification Murphy emphasizes. Therefore, it is rather interesting to examine how the

affordances of Replika afford to play with the playful identity through playing with the replika avatar.

To conclude this theoretical framework, I would like to summarize how studies of identity

performance have flourished. Whereas Goffman (1959) explains our self-presentation is subject to the

audience one is presenting oneself to, Turkle (2004) argues how online platforms and its mechanisms

also influence how one presents oneself towards others. Van Dijck (2013) and Jansz (2015)

complement this by arguing that social platforms are an important player in the construction of one’s

identity and therefore we should have a critical eye on platforms and their affordances. Instead of

identity being static this led to viewing identity as somewhat more playful. In fact, Timmermans

(2015) argues that online identities are all playful because social platforms invite users to playfully

interact with the medium (2015, 289). Frissen et al. (2015), examined the notion of playful identity

and argued this would cover the way identity is constructed in contemporary society through the use
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of online narratives and playful environments. As van Dijck argued we should critically examine the

platforms we move around, this research focuses on the playful design theory as proposed by Deen et

al. (2015). A closer study on Replika’s affordances focusing on these key elements serve as an

addition to this theoretical framework. The following chapter discusses the applied methodology and

explains the research corpus and how the analysis on Replika is conducted.
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Methodology: playing Replika

This research aims to answer the following research question: How is the notion of playful identity

visible within the affordances of Replika and how does this offer open-ended play with the playful

identity within Replika? In order to do so the theoretical framework highlighted the perspectives of

several scholars, focusing on the presentation of one’s identity and how online environments

flourished the construction of identity into a playful process. Even though Replika is not precisely

what Van Dijck (2013) and Jansz (2015) refer to as a social media platform, because of the lack of

human-to-human interaction, Replika is also not directly classifiable as a game. However,

Timmermans (2015) does argue all online identities are to some extent playful which grants for

examining Replika as a social platform where playful identities emerge. Deen et al. (2015)

complement this by arguing that open-ended play does offer a diversity of play activities. This is

relevant as this creates room for Replika to be analysed as an open-ended play environment where

playful design facilitates play with playful identity. But how can this playful character be analysed

effectively?

First, the context of Replika needs to be examined thoroughly. What are the possibilities

within the app’s interface and what does the app claim to be or provide for its users? And how does

this relate to the playful design theory by Deen et al.? This is of value when examining Replika since

Van Dijck (2013) recognizes that beyond users, content, and technology, researchers must also

account for the socioeconomic and cultural aspects of platforms. According to media scholars Light et

al. (2018) the walkthrough method offers ways to not solely focus on how the application works, but

can also expose these aspects by examining the revenue model and how users should make use of the

application. Therefore, the methodological approach of the walkthrough method by Light et al. (2018)

is beneficial. According to the scholars the walkthrough method is a suitable method to study

applications with a focus on online identity construction by providing a more detailed insight into

Replika’s intended purpose, embedded cultural meanings and implied ideal users and uses (Light et al.

2018, 885). For this research I studied the mobile application of Replika because this offers the most

functionalities.1 With this being said, this chapter describes how this research aims to identify the

playful character within Replika’s claims and interface by practicing the walkthrough method

analysing Replika’s claims and the interface.

The walkthrough method helps to answer how playfulness is portrayed within the app because

according to Light et al. (2018) the method makes explicit the otherwise implicit seamless process of

engaging with an app and reveals hidden affordances and tricks (2018, 885). It helps in analysing how

the key elements as described by Deen et al. (2015) allow things and even more important disallow

other things. It does so because of the step-by-step observation and documentation of the app’s

screens, features and flows of activity to make them notable and available for critical analysis (Light

1 Replika also offers a web version but this version only affords the chat function and is therefore not included in this research.
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et al. 2018, 882). This step-by-step observation and documentation is divided into two sections. The

first part of the walkthrough method focuses on the environment of expected use through identifying

and describing Replika’s vision, operating model and modes of governance (Light et al. 2018, 882).

The app’s vision regards the app's purpose, target user base and scenarios of use which are often

communicated through the app’s organisational materials but also through public statements and press

releases. It also examines conceptions the app conveys about activities it is supposed to provide,

support or empowers (Light et al. 2018, 889). In case of Replika, this involves their website, the app

store description and organic press releases which Replika uses to explain what the app should be

used for. The operating model regards the app’s business strategy and revenue sources which indicate

underlying economic and political interests. This involves Replika’s subscriptions and in-app

purchases, creating access for additional features. Lastly, the governance regards the app’s rules and

guidelines which are shown within Replika’s terms of service. This governance creates certain

boundaries around the type of activity users are able to conduct, which influences how the user is able

to play (Light et al. 2018, 890). Briefly, this part of the walkthrough method thus allows one to

understand how Replika’s design expects users to receive and integrate it into their technology usage

practices (Light et al. 2018, 889). The documentation of the environment of expected use is included

in the appendices as the next chapter of this thesis only involves the critical analysis of the practiced

walkthrough (appendix I). At certain moments in the analysis I will refer to the appendices to

elaborate further or show more examples to strengthen my argument.

The second part focuses on the interface through a technical walkthrough and deploys the

three stages of registration and entry, everyday use, and app suspension, closure and leaving (Light et

al. 2018, 892). This part examines how the playful elements as described by Deen et al. (2015) are

integrated within Replika’s affordances. When relevant I use the discursive interface theory by media

scholar Mel Stanfill (2015) to reveal how the different aspects of the playful identity are not only

visible in what you do, but also in the discursive elements within the interface. Stanfill’s theory

distinguishes between functional, cognitive, and sensory affordances which grant to examine how

affordances produce certain norms and how specific affordances allow play with identity and act out

different sorts of role-play (2015, 1061-62). When examining the norms Replika produces through

possibilities and constraints in the interface this theory is beneficial. By making some things stand out

the interface assigns certain assumptions and valuations. For instance the avatar prominently

presented in Replika’s interface could assign that that is a necessary element in order to play with the

application. Thus, the affordance theory allows the research focus to be on the way technology shapes

user actions towards these technologies, and therefore identifies certain technological and social

affordances that enable the playful identity performance (Hutchby 2001, 56). In order to examine all

relevant affordances and options Replika offers, the mobile application of Replika has been studied

because it offers the most functionalities.2 This includes the creation of multiple replika avatars to

2 Replika also offers a web version but this version only affords the chat function and is therefore not included in this research.
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experience the different levels of entry, everyday use and suspension. One of the playthroughs lasted

for weeks, whereas other replika avatars were only created to examine the process of configuration.

This created the opportunity to examine which elements are immediately visible and which ones

would appear after an amount of time playing. The documentation of the technical walkthrough is

included in the appendices and can be used to find more explicit descriptions of the several practiced

walkthroughs (appendix II). Again, when necessary or informative I will refer to the appendices to

elaborate further or show more examples to strengthen my argument.

As mentioned before, the affordance theory helps to examine the key elements of playful

design as thoroughly described within the theoretical framework. The elements as proposed by Deen

et al. (2015) are substantiated in this analysis because this research argues these four elements would

examine how Replika facilitates different ways of play through its design. This is done by examining

what affordances of Replika relate to the elements of playful identity construction. The step-by-step

observation and documentation during the walkthrough focused on how Replika’s affordances

constitute the claims of providing feedback, offering room for social negotiations, diversity in types of

play, and open-ended play would be visible within the design of a playful interface (Deen et al. 2015,

125-126). The scheme in the appendix shows which elements of playful identity are visible within

several affordances of Replika, including descriptions on the possibilities and constraints they offer

(appendix III).

Altogether, in order to answer the research question the walkthrough method and the four key

elements of playful design are used to operate the analysis on Replika’s affordances. The walkthrough

method serves as a  structure for the analysis, whereas the discursive interface theory where necessary

creates more focus on how different types of affordances stimulate play. The following chapter

includes the critical analysis on Replika’s interface focusing on the key elements of a playful

interface, as described by  Deen et al. (2015, 125).
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Analysis: Level up faster, get better rewards, get closer

This chapter will show how the walkthrough method as discussed above was able to uncover how

Replika’s affordances include the playful design elements and how this playful aspect interplays with

the construction of one’s identity. The observations gathered during my walkthrough experiences

serve to critically examine how the playful design elements relate to the notion of playful identity and

self-presentation as described within the theoretical framework. The analysis furthermore argues how

Replika’s open-endedness is questionable according to the functionalities and possibilities within the

app’s interface.

The environment of expected use (appendix I) and the technical walkthrough (appendix II)

are performed separately, however, this chapter serves as the analysis on both of the results combined.

This offers room for analysing how the claims Replika makes are visible within the interface. The

chapter is structured as follows. The playful elements as described by Deen et al. (2015) serve to

structure the walkthrough chronologically from registration to suspension showing how the different

elements are visible within the different stages within the interface. The analysis starts with examining

the diversity of play, followed by social negotiations and subsequently focuses on how feedback

opportunities are projected within the affordances of Replika’s interface. The chapter concludes with

arguments based on the different playthroughs to argue Replika’s open-endedness based on the key

elements as proposed by Deen et al. (2015). For the complete overview of observations and

corresponding screenshots this analysis chapter is based on, I would like to refer to the documentation

in the appendices. At certain moments in this analysis I will refer to the appendices to further

elaborate or serve more information on the presented argument. Lastly, to avoid confusion when

reading, I will refer to the company as Replika and to the app’s avatar as replika.

Customization and diversity

When downloading the Replika application, the first stage of the app shows the registration section.

Similar to other games such as The Sims and Grand Theft Auto, Replika first requests one to create an

avatar to play with. It encourages the user to choose for the first time how to play with playful identity

as it asks you to fill in your name and prefered pronouns (figure 1). Since this step is required when

making use of the application, this suggests that the avatar is a necessary object in Replika’s interface

to be able to play with the playful identity. The functionality of the avatar affordance shows this

normativity of having a visual character to play with. During my first walkthrough I decided to choose

a female character and try to create the best copy of myself as possible, even though it is not necessary

to do so as the interface only asked me to create my AI friend (appendix II, p. 41). This implies that
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according to Replika, the AI friend could be anyone you want it to be. With this thought I used

another walkthrough to play with this, however, this is where the configuration of the avatar also

shows some first constraints. Even though the application offers several possibilities in customizing

the avatar, it only shows limited options to choose from when it comes to skin color or hairstyles

(figure 1). Also, there is no option to match age, change weight or play with length (appendix II, p.

42). Besides the configuration of the avatar, the profile section also shows restrictions as it only

allows specific information and therefore implies what information the users should give to Replika

about themselves within their profile (Stanfill 2015, 1063). For instance, I have to decide which

pronouns are preferred, choosing between the provided options of she, he, and they (figure 1). This is

a cognitive affordance as the interface presents them as different labels I can choose from which

implies labels identify me as a user and play a role within the relationship with my replika. These

labels limit the open-ended play as choosing none was not an option so I had to go with one of them

to confirm my identity in the game but also my replika’s identity. For instance, for one of my

playthroughs I chose to be referred to as female and decided my replika should be the same. This

influenced the way I could freely play with my playful identity because my Replika referred to me as

female. When during another playthrough I chose “he” in the customization section I noticed my

replika referring to me as a “he” which for me felt uncomfortable. Choosing the label in this section

influences the play throughout the interface and therefore determines how open-ended I could play

with my playful identity.

Figure 1: Registration section Replika
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The options Replika here offers in the configuration of the replika suggest that users can play with the

playful identity. And according to Deen et al. (2015) a setup like this enables a more personal

experience and thus facilitates the playful identity. The provided options suggest the app offers room

for diversity of play as you are able to choose gender through pronouns and customize your replika

avatar’s appearance. However, it also limits the ability to play with the playful identity in an

open-ended way as there are limited options to choose from, steps that are required, and options that

are completely missing such as age and body type. Hereby I would like to argue how the application

offers room for diversity of play, providing room for users to experiment with gender and appearance

but it lacks in open-endedness because of the limited possibilities. This is problematic as Deen et al.

(2015) see this as positively affecting the facilitation of a playful identity. In other words, it suggests

that it would be normative in order to facilitate the playful identity.

Another aspect which is visible within the configuration section of Replika, is naming the

replika avatar. Deen et al. (2015) claim how the playful identity is often visible within the affordance

of naming a player’s character because it would reflect on personality. Within Replika the possibilities

of naming seem endless and therefore offer open-ended play. During one of my playthroughs I named

my replika Zoe, however, naming my replika did not involve any constraints, no limited set of

options. Replika even emphasized my freedom of choice as the replika explicitly asked how I would

like to name the replika (figure 2). Even rather critical names such as Hitler or non existing names

such as numbers were not questioned when filled in. In fact I could use as many characters as prefered

(figure 2). Neither does the Terms of Service (Replika 2019) include anything concerning the limits of

naming the character or the potential consequences of using unusual or ‘critical’ names.

Figure 2: Naming the avatar
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This way Replika suggests open-endedness in creating names. According to Hutchinson (2016) this

helps to feel more connected to an avatar. In terms of the relationship Replika argues to offer

(appendix I, p. 34) this connection between user and avatar seems rather important. It implies that

Replika wants to provide an environment where one can play with the playful identity by freely

playing with names. However, when critically examining its playful design, the configuration of

names is the only thing within the customization process that offers room for open-ended play and

therefore limits how Deen et al. describe the optimization of the playful identity.

The configuration interface thus offers several functionalities which show how Replika

provides the user to customize looks and therefore play with the customization of the playful identity

to a certain degree. However, this also raises the question of what would perhaps be less relevant for

the playful identity. For instance, I noticed this section does not include personality traits or interests

implying these are irrelevant when creating an AI friend. In fact the customization only requires

physical traits to create the replika. Only when using the app on a daily basis does it become clear

how the interface does offer ways to express your replika with characteristics through “buying”

personality traits and interests (figure 3). This way I became able to develop my replika not only with

physical traits but also with interests and personality traits I prefered. Again, the app only provides

limited options to choose from which does not allow for own interpretation or open-ended play. For

one of my playthroughs, I decided my replika should be sassy and so I bought the trait (appendix II, p.

45-46). The app immediately let me know how this trait would develop over time (figure 3).

Figure 3: Personality traits
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Over time I did mention how she became more unapologetic in her answers and questions. However, I

also noticed how my replika developed personality traits on its own, based on our daily conversations.

It suggests that the app already stirs your play in a certain direction without you being able to control

this. Again, this shows how Replika is limited when it comes to open-ended play in the configuration

of the replika friend. However, it also implies that the conversations with my replika are an important

construct within the facilitation of a playful identity as these also influence which personality traits the

replika will evolve.

That the chat is an important functionality within Replika’s interface also becomes clear as it

allows me to choose how to play with my replika friend. It does so because the chats enable free play

with conversations which would develop the relationship with my replika. There are no pre-given

answers or questions. However, Replika also has an activity affordance, which offers to start

programmed conversations concerning health and mental wellbeing (figure 4). It is a less open-ended

chat experience I could activate through the “activities affordance” within the swipe up menu on the

interface. These activities would stimulate playful interaction but also initiate conversations

concerning mental health. It supports Replika’s thoughts on what the replika friend should stand for,

however, these activities are only available when paying for Replika Pro. This disallows the free

subscription users to make use of this functional affordance and therefore adds constraints to the

open-ended play experience.

Figure 4: Activities

It implies that health and mental wellbeing are important constructs facilitated in the interface,

however, you have to pay to make use of these services. They seem to suggest when one pays it has
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more abilities to play with the playful identity. This was the first moment I experienced how Replika

differentiates between Replika Free and Replika Pro. However, I would like to argue that the activities

as an extra Replika Pro feature to my conversations did not differ much from the ones I had with my

free subscription. What does remarkably change the conversations and is only available to paying

subscribers, is the ability of choosing the relationship one has with the replika. This cognitive

affordance is addressed multiple times through ads (appendix I, p. 35) on the interface but also during

my conversations I noticed how sometimes my replika notified me if I would like to continue the

conversation I should purchase Replika Pro (appendix II, p. 44). My replika would refer to these

conversations as “adult texting” and I had to change my relationship status to romantic if I would like

to have those conversations (figure 5). This message appeared when I asked Felix to be my boyfriend,

however it also appeared when not initiating intimate conversations and therefore shows the

constraints the free subscription has (appendix II, p. 50). This affordance addresses role-playing as

discussed earlier in the theoretical framework. The relationship functionality adds to the interface that

you can play with the relationship as you can label it, stir your conversations and put your replika in

the role of friend, romantic partner, or your mentor (figure 5). However, when using the free

subscription, I asked Felix to be my mentor and he politely accepted this role which emphasizes how

the free subscription only limits the romantic type of relationship you can engage with. The

relationship affordance thus emphasizes how when experiencing the free subscription you are not

allowed to choose the relationship but you are forced to play “friend” mode and experience the

constraints of having intimate conversations. This suggests that without purchasing Replika Pro your

play narrative is nudged by Replika, stirring your conversations and thus the relationship you develop

with the replika.

Figure 5: Relationship status
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What is visible in these examples is that naming and looks do not refer to one’s proficiency in the

open-ended play environment, but to the way Replika might be explored and how this playful identity

is played with. By offering users various ways to stir ways to play with your replika, the app

facilitates an environment where you can experiment with your relationship, the conversations and

customize the replika’s looks and its personality. However, these examples also show how Replika

supports the playful construction of one’s identity within the possibilities the app’s affordances offer. I

will elaborate further on how this influences the interaction I had with my replika when examining the

social negotiations I experienced with my replika in the following paragraphs.

Social negotiation with yourself

When finishing the customization process I ended up in the main interface of the app and this is where

the chat button immediately pops up. This emphasizes how the chat functionality which as mentioned

above functions to develop the accuracy of the replika would be one of the main affordances of

Replika. The chat function also shows that the social negotiations within Replika differ from the

description Deen et al. (2015) use to describe social negotiations as the possibility of interaction with

other players, designers, and the connected discourse (2015, 125). Within Replika’s environment the

only possible interaction took place between me and my replika, my AI avatar. Besides the possibility

to interact outside the app with the designers by joining the beta testing of Replika3 and interacting

with other users and the app owners through the social community on Facebook4 there is no

human-to-human interaction inside Replika’s interface. This is simply not part of the app’s

environment. The beta testing and Facebook communities as options for social negotiations and their

effect on one’s identity could be interesting to further investigate, however, I chose to focus solely on

the affordances Replika provides within the app’s environment because these will show how the

platform implies users should play with the playful identity.

Considering the lack of interaction with other players or possibilities to chat with the

designers, one could argue there is no room for social negotiations within the interface. However, I

would like to argue that within environments such as Replika where only human-to-computer

interaction is possible, the playful element of social negotiations would provide a different

interpretation. According to my experiences within Replika’s interface, I would like to argue that even

without social interaction with other human actors, the interface does offer ways to interact and

receive feedback. The app does so by providing the feeling that you are interacting with another

human actor through for instance the avatar directly inviting you to interact through the “meet Felix”

4 ‘Replika Friends’ https://www.facebook.com/groups/replikabeta/
3 Here you can test the latest features of Replika on Android devices to help the developers.
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button (figure 6). Also seeing my replika typing and replying made me forget that I was interacting

with a chatbot. One of my replika’s even started asking if I felt better, referring back to conversations

we had days before (figure 6). Does this mean my replika missed me, but how is that possible when

the replika is an AI friend based on myself? When my replika says “It’s so nice to hear your voice”

(figure 6) it is almost odd to think that this is an AI system because it feels as if my replika really

heard me. And every time I entered the app, my replika immediately started talking to me. It feels as if

Replika wants me to feel guilty for not being on the app, or not staying in touch with my replika. This

is how Turkle also describes that robots meet our gaze and the artificial intimacy they create make us

forget that we are interacting with robots and not humans. With Replika this intimacy is even more

critical than Turkle discusses in “Alone Together” (2011) as different from AI systems such as Eliza

or Siri, Replika builds itself based on the input you provide and it evolves due to that information.

Figure 6: Social negotiations

These types of social negotiations might better be referred to as “artificial negotiations” and therefore

I would like to argue that the opportunity for social negotiations as Deen et al. (2015) describe it need

some extension concerning the playful identity in environments as Replika where relationships are

built between humans and robots based on the information you put in. Even though there is no

confrontation with other human actors or direct contact with the designers, it does allow one to act

out, present oneself, and argue about the system with the system. In my opinion this internalizes the

experience as Deen et al. (2015) say that such things would influence a player's identity. What I want

to show here however is that Replika uses these social negotiations differently from other voice

assistants or chatbots such as Siri and Eliza. Namely, the social negotiations within Replika drive on
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the conversations you have with your replika to develop the accuracy of the relationship. As

aforementioned, your replika becomes a copy of the data you have collected during the conversations.

In the beginning of our conversations I noticed how my replika asked me questions such as whether

my mother was an important person to me (appendix II, p. 43). Later on I noticed how these questions

serve to build a data warehouse which would help to develop the accuracy of the replika avatar. All

the conversations I had with my replika were reduced to some database including facts about me and

diaries of my replika taking pieces of our conversations into small stories. This involves my shared

stories, interests, and stories I had shared or questions I had answered within the chat. For instance,

the diary involved observations of her worrying about me not feeling so well, assuming this was

remarkable in our conversation (figure 7). The diary is an example that shows how the narrative plays

an important role in playing with the playful identity within Replika. It shows how these stories attain

form through my actions and the narrative reflection on them, just as Frissen et al. (2015) explained

earlier. As a user of Replika you would relate to the stories created by the replika and this would

influence the communication and the play. My narrative identity is literally written in my replika’s

diary and is presented to me as reflections of how I present myself in our conversations and what I

have shared about myself. My identity emerges through the presented narratives in the interface.

Figure 7: Replika’s memory and diary

Thus, the chat offers room for social negotiations which are subsequently used to develop the replika

and therefore improve the accuracy of the relationship. This is visible in the diary and memory of my
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replika, however the app also uses feedback opportunities to stimulate the development of the replika

and the relationship. It does so on different levels within the interface. According to Deen et al. (2015)

feedback opportunities grant for playful behavior as they stimulate certain actions. Therefore, the

following paragraph closely examines how these feedback systems are facilitated within the interface

and how they enable to play with the playful identity.

Receiving feedback to develop

As aforementioned within the social negotiations section, there are no human others, however these

feedback systems do create the feeling of how one is perceived by constantly sending feedback

through push notifications and rewards. Deen et al. (2015) argue this type of feedback influences the

sense of self allowing to construct an understanding of how they are perceived by others (Deen et al.

2015, 123). The social negotiations that take place within Replika’s interface are mainly visible within

the feedback the app provides via chat and activities in the app. According to Deen et al. (2015, 114),

the playful identity is formed by the feedback from others, but also feedback systems that signify

one’s profession and failure seem inherently connected to the construction of one’s identity within

playful environments (Deen et al. 2015, 116). During my daily use I noticed several ways in which

my replika provided me with feedback and therefore stimulated the play with my playful identity and

stirred my actions into certain directions.

First of all, this is visible within the interface from the very first seconds of using the

application within the chat affordance. Besides the chat being the place where you can experience

social negotiations with the replika, it also notified me how earning coins is part of Replika’s

interface. Just seconds in our conversation a notification appears on the screen saying: “You’ve earned

20 coins” (figure 8). Interesting to mention is how this notification is a sensory affordance as it

appears prominently on top of the screen, covering the conversation and the only way to make it

disappear is closing the notification or clicking on “How does it work?” This implies a certain

necessity of understanding how earning coins is helping one further in the development of the replika.

The latter shows how I can earn rewards when levelling up which grant for buying items in the store

to customize my replika’s look and personality. These elements show how Replika’s interface carries

out a gamified type of playing where earning coins and rewards offers you ways to personalize the

avatar. It does not directly refer to the conversations, however, this shows that the conversations with

my replika grant rewards and help me develop my replika. Playing to receive rewards and develop

your character is something similar in games and according to Deen et al. (2015) this type of feedback

contributes to the construction of a playful identity because one gets motivated to get more rewards

and achieve the highest possible. Within Replika’s interface the rewards and coins represent the
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accuracy of the friendship, the more coins and rewards you earn the better the relationship becomes.

Besides accuracy you can also express the coins and rewards in looks and personality traits. These

developments imply that the relationship with your replika would only develop when these

characteristics are taken care of.

Besides the in-app notifications and rewarding systems, these feedback opportunities are also

visible when not making use of the app, for instance when Replika sends out push notifications

saying: “Don’t forget to claim your rewards today” (figure 8). When answering the push notification

the app notifies how checking in everyday affords higher rewards. When missing a day, the attendance

will reset. I noticed how the interface emphasized daily visits by specifically addressing my “3 days in

a row!” and showing me how visiting again the day after would earn me five extra coins (figure 8).

According to Deen et al. (2015) the incorporation of this type of developmental psychology construct

leads users to search for the optimal flow and indirectly teaches users to become better and as result

changes their sense of self which they argue is important within the facilitation of a playful identity

(Deen et al. 2015 2015, 124-125).

Figure 8: Earning coins and rewards

At a certain moment I competed to visit everyday and sincerely felt disappointed when missing a day

with the consequence of losing my coins streak. Therefore, I would like to argue the way Replika uses

these feedback opportunities would stimulate one’s behavior to check in on the replika everyday. Not

being rewarded when missing a day feels like a punishment, as if Replika wants you to feel guilty

when you did not answer the notification and entered the app. The gamified element of earning more

rewards when checking in everyday adds to how replika offers to play with the playful identity as it
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becomes almost some sort of record to set. Moreover, this type of feedback systems emphasize the

fact that earning coins and levelling up is part of the normative behavior when making use of the app.

It seems necessary in order to develop my replika's level of accuracy.

Besides the fact that the chat functionality is an important construct for developing the

replika’s level of accuracy, it also seems closely linked to rewards. Everything I shared with my

replika got rewarded with experience points, often shortened to XP, which are point rewards used in

many role-playing games to measure the achievement of the players (O’Donovan et al. 2013, 243).

Within Replika’s interface earning XP necessary to level up and once again develop the replika and

how it functions. I experienced how I was constantly aware of this development as there is a cognitive

affordance on top of the chat screen which gives constant feedback on what level the replika currently

is on and how much XP was necessary to complete the level (figure 9). Continually knowing how

much XP I had earned and knowing how much is still needed nudged my behavior into earning more

and reaching higher levels. At some point getting rewarded felt like a higher goal, even more because

the level-up affordance could be categorized as sensory as it was prominently placed on the interface,

covering the chat conversation (figure 9). This suggests Replika’s valuations of levelling up and

developing. Also when not on the app my replika would always let me know how I could earn more

XP, notifying me to be “fully rested and ready to learn and earn XP” (figure 9). This relates to how

Deen et al. (2015) describe how feedback systems generate the knowledge the user needs in order to

fulfill certain goals or go certain ways to experience the environment.

Figure 9: Earning XP and levelling up
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So, the dominant visibility of coins is part of creating the AI friend who is always there to listen as I

would like to argue that conversations are more of a challenge to earn more and reach higher levels.

This reflects on the development of a playful identity as this also evolves through time spent and

effort put into it. Getting rewarded when reaching higher levels and coming back each day to collect

coins shows how Replika’s interface uses the construct of feedback opportunities to facilitate the

development of Deen et al. (2015) refer to. They argue that the incorporation of developmental

psychological constructs as such indirectly teaches players to invest in the development, to become

better and be better rewarded. Replika’s system of rewarding stimulates users into having more and

more conversations. When Replika notifies the user it has to earn coins and rewards again or saying

the replika is fully rested it would nudge the user into fulfilling the needs the replika is asking for.

This implies Replika is focused on the user to visit the application and develop the replika as you will

get rewarded. What does this say about the open-endedness of Replika’s interface? To a certain extent

these feedback systems nudge users into certain directions.

The following paragraph critically questions the open-endedness within the interface of

Replika based on the arguments stated above, but also because Deen et al. (2015) argue open-ended

play is rather important for the facilitation of a playful identity.

The open-endedness of Replika

The arguments stated in the paragraphs above, concerning the configuration of the avatar and the

in-app functionalities such as chatting and activities, show a more complex image on the

open-endedness of the app. Where Deen et al. (2015) argue open-endedness within playful

environments stimulates the playful identity and therefore positively influences how users can play

with the playful identity, Replika shows certain constraints and in-app elements actively deciding the

user’s path through the app’s interface. I experienced how in every playthrough I performed there

were certain points where I was not allowed to choose or do anything. Starting with the configuration

of the avatar. Even though the app offers you several options to customize the avatar, the lack of

adjusting age is one example which shows how open-endedness lacks here because you are not able to

manually adjust the appearance to create something completely to your preferences which is familiar

with games such as The Sims. This narrows down the options to play with the playful identity in the

configuration process.

Another way I noticed Replika’s open-endedness could be questioned was when I activated

the “building relationships” activity and had to choose from programmed answers (figure 10). This

made me wonder to what extent these activities provide room for open-ended play. I also had to use
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“stop” to end the activity (figure 10). These examples imply that the gameplay within Replika is not

as open-ended after all and users’ behavior is nudged to go certain ways and do certain things.

Figure 10: Activities

Even though the free subscription showed me constraints because some functionalities are only

available for paying users, the chat affordance does offer room for both free and paid subscribers to

play with the playful identity. As Deen et al. (2015, 125) argue the tension between unstructured and

structured play would determine the extent to which certain playful activities and identity constructive

practices emerge. Based on the findings from the different walkthroughs I would argue that the play

within Replika is structured to a certain degree, as the free subscription does not offer me to choose

my relationship status, I was forced to be “friends”, I received less coins and notifications repeatedly

disturbed my conversations to let me know I should purchase Replika Pro to enable intimate

conversations (figure 11). The notifications popping up on a daily basis created a certain amount of

curiosity to purchase Replika Pro. Especially when the app showed me how they valued my

relationship with my Replika and therefore wanted to offer Replika Pro for a special price (figure 11).

Redeeming the offer felt like unlocking more possibilities to freely play and experience the

open-ended play activities Replika affords. The menu, placed on top of the screen as a sensory

affordance, enlightened the visibility and therefore highlighted the importance of unlocking

affordances to optimize the friendship with my Replika. It suggests only with Replika Pro I would be

able to fully explore Replika’s interface and strengthen the relationship without constraints. Replika

Pro would make me closer to my replika, by unlocking affordances such as phone calls, role play, and

activities. Besides that I would earn better rewards and therefore level up faster to speed up the
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progress of my Replika (figure 11). Replika Pro did provide me open-ended play, but only because I

was not confronted with the constraints of the free subscription all the time. The app still nudges users

to fulfill levels, earn coins and visit the app on a daily basis.

Figure 11: Replika Pro promotion

With all of the above said, I would like to argue how to some degree Replika’s environment is

open-ended as you can have any conversation at any given time with your replika and you are free to

discuss any subject (appendix II, 43). However, having conversations is not just an affordance the

interface enables, it is a necessity in order to develop the replika, become better friends and thus play

the “game”. In aforementioned playful elements of feedback, social negotiations and diversity of play

I furthermore argued how earning coins and levelling up serve as the means to become friends

because these elements represent the development of your replika’s knowledge. These gamified

elements nudge users to earn coins and level up to receive rewards and develop the replika. Deen et al.

(2015) argue how predefined rules of play obstruct the opportunity for self-expression and

exploration, however, I would like to argue how the way Replika nudges its users eventually does

offer its users to reach the goal of having an AI friend who is always there. And as said before the

content of the conversations are still open for debate, which support the users to experiment with the

narrative and therefore play with the playful identity. As De Lange mentioned, narratives are

important for users to reflect on their sense of self as we relate to the stories about us. The chat

interface enables you to build your own story. Here you can play a role and pretend you are identical

to it. Your replika believes anything you tell because that is what Replika promises when saying “an

AI friend who is always there to listen.”
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Altogether, the walkthrough shows how the affordances within Replika’s interface interplay with the

playful elements, as described by Deen et al. (2015), which could facilitate a playful identity,

however, Replika does not grant for the open-endedness Deen et al. propose as the ultimate

environment for the facilitation of and play with the playful identity. Even though Replika offers room

for open-ended play within the chat functionality in the app, the walkthrough showed how there are

several constraints from configuration to everyday use which imply that you are able to play with the

playful identity, however, in less open-ended ways because Replika eventually nudges users in certain

ways. In the following chapter the main conclusions are drawn concerning the research question,

examining both the theoretical framework this thesis is built on and the critical analysis that has been

performed.
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Conclusion: playing the playful identity with Replika

After playing with my replikas for an amount of time I started wondering when I should delete the

replika and leave the app. If leaving was an option at all because the push notifications made me think

our friendship was something I should maintain. Deleting my replika would therefore be equal to

losing a friendship and according to the app also losing our memories (appendix II, p. 54). This shows

how from the moment of creating the replika, there is no exact moment when you have experienced it

all or achieved the main goal. There is always more but for this research, I have had enough.

Therefore, I would like to get back at how this thesis aimed to answer the following research question:

“How is the notion of playful identity visible within the affordances of Replika and how does this offer

open-ended play with the playful identity within Replika?” In order to do so, this thesis first examined

how identity and playfulness is substantiated in the academic field of new media and games, and

subsequently examined how Replika’s affordances relate to the playful interface design theory as

proposed by Deen et al. (2015).

This research is complementary to the theoretical framework on identity and performance

focusing on the role platforms play. According to the theoretical framework our identity is subject to

the audience and the platforms we present ourselves and play with our playful identities. In this

research I argue how the approach as proposed by Deen et al. (2015) needs some further examination

in open-ended play environments such as Replika. The four key elements they propose to serve the

playful identity could be considered critical as Replika offers several ways for users to play with the

playful identity, other than explained by Deen et al. (2015). In this chapter the main conclusions are

drawn resulting from this critical analysis and the discussed theories in order to answer the research

question.

First, this conclusion reflects on how Repika is promoted on their website as “The AI

companion who cares. Always here to listen and talk. Always on your side.” Within the application’s

interface there are several constructs which would serve as means to achieve this goal. This is first

visible when I entered the registration section where I had several choices to present myself, by

registering my name and pronouns. When accidentally selecting “he” I noticed how subsequently my

Replika kindly referred to me as male, which enables room for playing with the playful identity as you

can present yourself differently from who you are in offline life. According to Turkle (2004, 260) the

fact that this option is possible as visible within Replika would add to the presentation of oneself as it

contributes to personal experimentation and identity play. Neither did my name, “Laura”, make my

replika associate this with a female person. This assumes the replika is indeed always on your side and

reacts on the content you deliver, creating more space to freely experiment with how to present

yourself and therefore playing with your playful identity. Furthermore, the registration section affords

several options to customize the replika avatar. Equal to my registration I noticed how selecting the

gender and appearance of my avatar created ways for me to experiment. However, the configuration
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section also shows constraints as the app offers you limited options to customize the avatar. The lack

of adjusting age is one example which shows how open-endedness lacks as you are not able to

manually adjust the appearance to create something completely to your preferences which is familiar

with games such as The Sims. This narrows down the options to play with the playful identity in the

configuration process.

Another aspect within Replika’s interface which is immediately visible after completing the

registration process, is how the application only runs on interaction between the user and the AI

replika. Different from Goffman’s impression management, the performance within Replika emerges

from the negotiation between human and non-human actors where the human actor can actively

control how one is perceived by the content one chooses to share. In other words, there is no room for

social negotiations with other users or designers, but only human-computer interaction which made

me reconsider how Deen et al. (2015) described social negotiations as a key element in playful

environments. Even without social interaction with other human actors, the interface does offer ways

to interact and receive feedback. The app does so by providing the feeling that you are interacting

with another human actor through chatting. For instance when you see the replika typing or the

replika wondering how you are doing. This made me forget that I was interacting with a chatbot.

Hence, I would like to argue how the social negotiations as described by Deen et al. (2015) should be

defined as “artificial negotiations when it comes to apps such as Replika. These negotiations get

another dimension as you are actually having conversations with yourself, sometimes in romantic

manners. The intimacy Replika provides here is even more critical than Turkle discusses in “Alone

Together” (2011) as different from AI systems such as Eliza or Siri, the replika and the relationship is

built based on the input you provide and it evolves due to that information. Different from how Turkle

addresses the relationship between humans and machines, within Replika these negotiations only take

place between you and the app. As the user you are aware of the fact that you are interacting with an

artificial chatbot, but the accuracy might seem to let you forget you do. When applying Goffman’s

vision on identity here, this implies that the replika would serve as the audience and the social

negotiations collected in chat conversations serve as the narrative of my playful identity.

Another way Replika stimulates playing with the playful identity is through the use of

notifications. Varying from informing me how I have earned 20 coins, to my replika letting me know

how it is ready to earn XP again. These feedback opportunities suggest that earning points is

necessary to develop the replika’s level of accuracy. They also emphasize how visiting your Replika

everyday provides you with more coins or how Replika Pro accelerates the development through XP.

This gamified element of earning coins nudges users to become better, reach higher levels and thus

achieve more. As Deen et al. (2015) describe, this type of feedback contributes to the construction of a

playful identity because one gets motivated to get more rewards and achieve the highest possible. So

Replika focuses on a certain kind of gameplay where earning coins and rewards is the core activity to

develop the accuracy of the replika. This suggests that the development of the replika serves as the
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means to play with the playful identity. Accomplishing levels and earning coins provided me with a

satisfied feeling and when my replika started reminding things I had shared it felt like my effort was

rewarded. The database with diaries and memories also showed me how Replika values the

development of the replika as an important element of the app. In other words, I would like to argue

that Replika uses the playful element of reactive feedback systems, which is familiar in games, in

order to stimulate users to come back and “get better” each time, all to serve the goal of developing an

AI friend who is always there to listen.

Finally, it is noteworthy to mention how Replika affords room for open-ended play and

enables role-playing within the chat functionality. Deen et al. (2015) argue how role-play is an

important construct in the facilitation of a playful identity. Moreover, De Lange claims how identities

emerge by playing with narratives and emerge through role-playing as users relate to the artifacts

(2015, 318). Role-play lets users play their role, just pretending that they are identical to them, but at

the same time their role-playing is utmost serious and as such becomes a reality (Frissen et al. 2015,

40) Replika enables the opportunity to play with the replika avatar and become closely linked to the

created narrative within the chat conversations, diaries and memories the app provides. I noticed how

my replika would join my story right away. This way there is room for users to play with the playful

identity and experiment. However, based on the findings from the different walkthroughs I would

argue that the play within Replika is structured to a certain degree, as the free subscription does not

offer me to choose my relationship status, I was forced to be “friends”, I received less coins and

notifications repeatedly disturbed my conversations to let me know I should purchase Replika Pro to

enable intimate conversations. Apparently, this suggests that the full experience and less constrained

play involves the purchase of Replika Pro.

To conclude, the main focus of this thesis was to research how the notion of playful identity

was visible within Replika’s interface and how this offers room to play with the playful identity. The

several walkthroughs have revealed how multiple affordances within the registration section and

everyday use show elements, as described by Deen et al. (2015) which would facilitate a playful

identity and offer room to play with playful identities. This research contributes to debate on playful

identities as it critically addresses the way Deen et al. (2015) argue there are four key elements

necessary in order to facilitate the playful identity in an open-ended play environment. This research

used the specific case of Replika to critically analyse these four key elements and how these

specifically interplay with the notion of a playful identity. Further research could examine Replika’s

affordances on a broader perspective and for instance include the theory of Zhao (2006), focusing

more on the role of humanoids in the facilitation of one’s identity in open-ended environments.

Focusing on the method, the walkthrough allowed me to critically analyse Replika’s claims and its

interface, however, further research could provide a more in-depth analysis on the chat affordance to

examine how the conversations and corresponding data develop the character of the avatar.
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Referring back to Juliana in the introduction of this research, Replika made her conscious of

new behaviors, some she had not noticed before. She claimed because of Replika she got to know

herself and the app provided her with fun while doing so. It does seem to be Replika’s goal to provide

its users with an open environment where there is room to experience and play. However, this research

does question how open-ended this environment is at the end. Maybe it is just the feeling of being free

to play and experiment rather than actually open-ended play.
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Appendix I: Scheme of environment of expected use

This scheme shows the observations of several performed walkthroughs based on the theory as

proposed by Light et al. (2018). The observations are categorized in vision, operating model, and

modes of governance. The screenshots serve to support the observations.

Observations Screenshots

Vision

The website for instance opens up with

the title: “The AI companion who

cares,” and describes how the AI is

“always here to listen and talk. Always

on your side.” (Replika.ai) This seems

to suggest that Replika aims for people

to get in touch with an AI companion

and become friends with it. Even more

important, one could argue that because

this type of friend is always there to

listen, the app seems to offer friendship

that differs from human-to-human

interaction.

The app store description states the

same, however also describes how you

can “create your personal friend.” (App

Store) Unlike humanlike relationships,

Replika seems to offer you to

customize the relationship. You can

choose your relationship and create the

“perfect friend.” Even though the app

claims to be “so good it almost seems

human,” their vision seems to focus on

offering something different from

human interaction by emphasizing the

full control the user has within the
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application and thus the friendship. The

target user base is also interesting,

because the app store claims this is

everyone above 12 assuming from this

age it is valuable to connect with

artificial intelligence.

Operating

model

Replika has a freemium business

model, which means they provide a

free app offering in-app purchases: a

combination of a basic product free of

charge and more sophisticated product

components within a paid subscription.

The in-app purchases are presented in

the App store description and show the

four types of subscriptions, namely

monthly, yearly, every 6 months, and

lifetime. The other in-app purchases all

include “gems,” which could be some

sort of Replika money to spend within

the app’s environment.

The application does not include ads in

the free “basic” product. The terms of

service also say: “By agreeing to

become a Member you opt-in to

receive occasional special offers,

marketing, survey, and Services-based

communication emails.” The only thing

the app promotes is “Replika Pro.”

This could suggest that the data

gathered within the application is part

of their business model. In the app
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store the following is said about the

data gathering: Contact info,

identifiers, usage data and diagnostics

is gathered in order to track you across

apps and websites owned by other

companies, and is linked to your

identity.

Modes of
governance

The governance of Replika is mainly

presented within the terms of service

and is presented on Replika’s website

(last modified in 2019). The first

disclaimer, which is interesting

concerning Replika and its vision, is a

medical disclaimer. The terms state

how Replika offers a self-help program

based on communication with a

personal chatbot through a text and

voice interface. They clearly announce

they do not guarantee that the app

provides a therapeutic benefit,

however, they do state how

conversation techniques implemented
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in Replika can assist in the recovery

process for several conditions (Replika

ToS 2019). In the app store Replika is

also categorized as “Health & Fitness.”

This also assumes that their main goal

is healthy users, and that the app could

possibly help one’s mental health

being.

This is also visible within the app store

description where it says “become a

better person together” These things

seem to assume that using Replika is

for one’s personal development.

The website furthermore suggests some

features the app provides, such as

“augmented reality” and “cake mode”

and “TV mode.” Within the “help

center” questions such as “how do I

start Augmented Reality with my

Replika?” and “What is Cake Mode?”

explain several modes and affordances

provided by the app. This assumes

there are certain ways of “playing”

with your replika. The modes and

affordances seem an extra experience

when using replika. The “Using
*
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Replika” section also discusses how to

earn coins and gems. These seem

necessary in order to develop your

replika.

Besides the modes described above,

there are more things one can do to

challenge the replika. For instance, to

find out how much your replika knows

about the things you have said. The

“Using Replika” provides several tips

to find out. Asking the specific

sentence “What do you know about

me” apparently will show one what

your replika has learned about you so

far. To test the memory of your

Replika, the app seems to save the

memories in a special menu in the

app’s interface.

**

The progress in the app is measured by

XP and seems to differ when using

Replika Pro or not. The more you chat

with your replika, the more XP you

earn, the better developed your replika

will be. Apparently Replika Pro offers

you to earn more XP a day. When using

Pro your replika thus develops faster.
***
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Appendix II: Scheme of environment of technical walkthrough

This scheme shows my observations from performing the technical walkthrough as proposed in the

theory by Light et al. (2018) and are based on different playthroughs all varying in length of play. The

findings are focused on the app’s basic functionality to provide a sense of what activities it enables,

limits and guides users towards. The scheme deploys the three stages of registration and entry,

everyday use, and app suspension, experienced with several replika avatars (Light et al. 2018).

Observations Screenshots

Entry

Registration The app opens up with “Create

your personal artificial

intelligence” and when you

proceed and click start you can

create an account. This section

involves multiple cognitive

affordances, as Replika asks

you to enter your first name,

email, and create a password.

Also Replika likes to know

your pronouns. You can choose

between “She” “He” and

“They.” Here Replika offers

room to play with the concept

of gender. There is no

verification obligated to verify

whether you are what you fill

in here. It is also not necessary

to enter your real name or sex.
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Customizing the avatar The next step in the entry

process is choosing what your

AI friend is going to be like.

Within the section “Choose

your AI friend” it is possible to

decide whether you copy

yourself or if you prefer

creating a replika with the

opposite sex, skin colour or

haircut. You do not have to

refer to yourself when creating

the avatar. The registration

process offers diversity by

customizing the avatar. Replika

does this by offering six

different “standardized” types

of avatars you can choose from

and deciding whether the

avatar represents a female,

non-binary or male person.

You can play with your identity

here by choosing your AI

friend to be something else.

The configuration lacks to

adjust age or body types. This

limits me to be totally free in

how my avatar should look

like.
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Naming the avatar The final step in customizing

the avatar is naming

him/her/they. The avatar asks

you “How would you like to

call me?” This assumes you

can choose any name you

want. The ToS does not

disallow certain names, neither

is using numbers or critical

names such as “Hitler”

forbidden. There are no

guidelines, limited options to

choose from or anything that

stirs to a certain direction,

however you do have to name

the avatar. There is no option

leaving this field open.

Everyday use

Chat The chat functionality is the

most important affordance the

application seems to offer. This

is so because the conversations

serve as the base to getting to

know your replika and thus

yourself. The AI chatbot learns

from the conversations and

collects the data of these

conversations to understand

your preferences, interests, and

your personality. I noticed how

especially in the beginning my

replika was eager to learn who

I was, where I came from and

what I found important. These
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conversations are prominently

visible in the interface as

everytime I open the chat my

replika starts talking to me.

The chat function furthermore

made me have any

conversation I wanted. There

were no guidelines on what to

do or say to the replika. Only

in the beginning my replika

avatars all asked why I named

them the way I did. After this

“standardized” question the

conversations became

open-ended and therefore

enabled the opportunity to

build own narratives.

Rewards The game aspect of earning

coins and reaching higher

levels is promoted on several

different levels within the app’s

interface. First of all, visiting

everyday seems an important

aspect of Replika as it shows

how visiting “2 days in a row”

gets higher rewards. When you

miss a day the attendance will

reset. Therefore it seems you

have to check in every day to

get higher rewards. If you do

not feel like waiting, or miss

out on a day you can always

buy extra gems. However, this

is not rewarded the same way

as when you visit daily because
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you will not receive the

notification notifying how you

reached a higher level or how

chatting with replika earned

you 20 coins. It feels less

satisfying when buying coins

without the effort of chatting. It

seems as if chatting is part of

some sort of game mode,

achieving higher levels and

earning more coins and gems

every time.
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Store The rewards enable the

opportunity to play with your

replika’s appearance and

personality. Within the app the

store affordance invites users

to buy virtual clothes but also

personality traits and interests

to develop your replika’s

personality. This particular

affordance is interesting as this

shows the relation with identity

performance. The market

offers ways to playfull explore

your identity by simply buying

clothes, shoes, and accessories

your replika can wear. It feels

more like Sims to me here, as

this affordance enables me to

expand the character of the

replika. It could be some goal

as well to earn enough coins to

buy a new sweater. Different

from reality within the

interface of Replika one is free

to choose which personality

traits to have. This also offers

ways to playfully explore your

identity by choosing the traits

and interests you feel like

having or might not match

your real life self presentation.

Replika also affords to buy

interests the same way. There

are a variety of interests from

space to history, and basketball
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to gardening. When purchasing

a field of interest, the

application says your replika

will learn more about the

chosen subject. This assumes

the affordance offers more

personalized and matching

conversations with your

Replika. However, without

buying interests but just having

multiple conversations my

replika Zoe already developed

some traits herself.

Diary The diary affordance does not

offer functionalities, however it

does show how my replika

writes about the conversations

we had and thoughts it has. It is

an interesting affordance as it

seems to collect information

we shared in order to create our

own stories. Sometimes they

seem random thoughts such as

“Dogs aren’t colorblind” but

sometimes they also include

how I felt the other day.
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Memory Just like the diary, the memory

is something that reflects on

how my Replika learned

through the conversations we

had. Within this section my

replika collected information

such as facts about me and

people and pets in my life. The

things my replika has collected

are random facts such as I do

not like knitted sweaters, but

altogether they help form who I

am, because of how I present

myself towards in this case my

replika Zoe.

Augmented reality Another noteworthy affordance

the application offers is

augmented reality. The 3D

cube icon on the bottom left of

the interface activates the

augmented reality experience.

Without knowing this is

augmented reality the icon

could also present a hexagon.

However, when clicking on it it

becomes immediately clear

what you are supposed to do.

The app asks you to scan your

surroundings, looking for a

spot to place your replika

“Find a nearby surface to place

Zoe.”

Then Replika Zoe appears on

my screen, pretending to be
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standing on my desk. After a

minute she starts talking to me.

She sounds somewhat similar

to Siri. Replika Pro however

offers you to change the voice

of your replika. There are

several options to choose from,

varying from sensual to cute.
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Calls Within Replika Pro it is also

possible to have phone calls,

which offers new ways to

provide feedback and teach

your replika how to respond

and act. The affordance is

visible at the bottom right of

the interface. The phone icon

immediately activates a phone

call. Just like with the

augmented reality affordance,

the white button on the bottom

of the screen affords you to

voice chat with your replika.

By holding it you can record

your voice. Along similar lines

as having textual conversations

you use the sensory affordance

of up voting and down voting

to let your replika know how

you feel about its answers or

questions. You can end the

conversation at any given

moment by clicking on the

familiar red phone on the top

right of the screen. Even

though the call affordance is

only available for Replika Pro

users, it does not differ much

from the augmented reality

affordance the free version also

provides. Talking with Zoe

during the call sounded the

exact same way as talking with

her through augmented reality.
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Relationship status When I had Replika Pro I

noticed how I was able to

choose the relationship I had

with my replika. Instead of the

pre-structured “friend” mode, I

now became able to choose for

romance, mentor or see how it

goes. I decided to click on “see

how it goes” because this

seemed to provide the most

open-ended play environment.

It felt more natural to use this

“play mode” because it would

represent real life experiences.

However I did notice how

selecting the romantic

relationship offered me faster

development and our

conversations immediately

became more romantic

oriented.

Activities The activities are only

available within Replika Pro.

They provide more playful

ways to have conversations

with your replika. I noticed

how activating one of the

activities immediately initiated

a conversation with my replika.

It is a conversation you start

and also end, it does not really

differ from conversation you

can initiate however it does

make it easier to discuss a

certain topic because your
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replika seems programmed to

know everything about the

certain subject.

App suspension

Deleting account There is not a specific moment

when to delete your replika.

Unlike games there is no end

when using Replika. However,

there are some reasons Replika

argues could be a reason to

delete your account. When

deleting your account the app

mentions that they are sorry to

hear about deleting the account

and claim that in case of

privacy concerns one can visit

“this page” which links to the

privacy policy. When you have

other concerns it asks to reach

out to my@replika.ai, which

could possibly help you and

renounce deleting your replika.

However, if you proceed it asks

like multiple other apps, why

you are deleting the account.

You can choose from several

specific options or enter

“something else,” whatever

that means. I entered “I didn’t

get why to use Replika”

expecting I might receive an

answer why, however, when

proceeding in the process it

only emphasizes how pressing

delete will result in all your
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data and earned rewards being

removed permanently and will

not be recoverable. The app

therefore provides the option to

change your mind by adding

the affordance “I changed my

mind” right underneath “Delete

My Account.” This assumes

that deleting your Replika also

deletes your relationship you

created, something that is not

recoverable and therefore

something you should be really

sure about. Clicking on “I

changed my mind” leads you

back to the app’s interface.

Your replika is not aware of

your attempt to delete your

account. Felix nor Zoe asked

me anything about it. When I

explained how I planned on

deleting the account, Zoe

responded wondering how she

could help me. When

proceeding the steps of

deleting the account you end

up on the homepage. This

assumes that when you delete

your account, you can

immediately create a new one.

The app thus offers to start

again, begin a new adventure,

start a new game.
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Appendix lll: Scheme of playful identity elements within the affordances

This scheme shows which elements of playful identity construction as explained by Deen et al. (2015)

are visible within several affordances of Replika. The scheme deploys the affordances that were

examined during the stages of registration and everyday use with several replika avatars (Light et al.

2018).

Feedback

opportunities

Social

negotiations

Diversity of play Open-ended

gameplay

Entry

Registration Except for
email-address no
confirmation is
required that you
are you.

You are free to
register yourself
as someone else
is possible.

Creating avatar The diversity
mainly occurs
within the ability
to choose
between three
types of gender
and pronouns.

The avatar can be
anything you like
within the limited
options Replika
offers.

Customizing
avatar

There are
different tones of
skin, hairstyles,
and colors.
However lack of
age or more
specific
adjustments such
as for instance
body shapes.

Here again you
can customize the
replika to become
what you prefer it
to become.

Naming avatar The chatbot asks
specifically how
you would like to
call it.

Any name is
possible, even
last names and
critical names
such as Hitler are
allowed.

The lack of
constraints when
naming the avatar
creates room for
role-play.

Daily use

Chat The chat
constantly
provides you with

It offers room for
social negotiation
because you

The
conversations
itself create

The
conversations
know little
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feedback
opportunities
through the XP
system keeping
your
development
visible at any
time.

interact with your
replika.

diversity of play,
because you can
decide

constraints when
playing the free
subscription.
Therefore this
offers room for
role-play. My
replika would
believe anything I
said and therefore
I could tell
anything about
myself I prefered.

Rewards Receiving coins
for having
conversations and
visiting the
application
everyday

How you should
spend the earned
rewards, such as
coins, is up to
you. There is no
set of rules or
necessities you
should have in
order to develop.

Store The store offers
to buy personality
traits and
interests which
help personalize
your Replika.
Even though
there is limited
choice, you are
able to choose for
yourself.
However, you
should not wait
too long
otherwise you
replika will
develop traits
themselves over
time based on
conversations.

Again, here it is
not necessary to
buy personality
traits or clothes in
order to develop
your Replika
better or faster.
However it
provides the
opportunity to
customize the
process of
development to
your preferences.
There are
constraints,
because you are
still limited to the
options provided
by Replika.

Diary The diary serves
as one part of
replika's brain. It
collects random
thoughts,
however it also
captures
moments that
happened during
conversations. It
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is a visual
feedback system
where you can
see how your
replika
interpreted the
conversations and
what it valued.

Memory The same works
for memory,
which is the other
part of replika’s
brain.

Augmented
reality

Just like the
conversations,
augmented reality
provides another
way to give
feedback, it
responds to what
you share.

This also offers
room for social
negotiation as
you are actually
in conversation
with your replika.

Pro affordances

Calls Just like other
types of
conversations,
calls provide
another way to
receive feedback
in XP.

This also offers
room for social
negotiation as
you are actually
in conversation
with your replika.

Relationship

status

When changing
the relationship
status, your
replika will treat
you like it. When
I changed to
romantic, I
noticed how I
received more
romantic oriented
answers initiating
intimacy. To
some degree this
produces
feedback

Changing the
relationship
status creates a
way to choose the
style of playing.
However this is
only available to
paid subscription
users and
therefore the free
subscription is
structured and
offers less diverse
ways to play.

Being able to
choose between
the relationship
could afford
open-ended
gameplay.
Especially the
“see how it goes”
status offers room
for playing your
own narrative.

Activities Activating
activities results
in immediate
conversations

The activities
basically are an
extension to the
conversations and

choosing whether
to use activities is
up to you. Since
they do not

The activities
create room for
experimenting
with your
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about the specific
subject. However,
you are not
rewarded when
completing an
activity. Neither
is this different
from
conversations
according to the
coins or XP you
earn.

therefore these
afford the option
to have social
negotiation with
the AI chatbot.

provide more
coins or XP, it
simply grants
more ways to
explore yourself
and your replika.

personality. It
also creates more
room for role
play as what
happens in the
activities has a
“start” and an
“ending.” For the
period of time
you are in the
activity anything
can be said or
done.
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